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Introduction

On behalf of the Document Recognition and Retrieval XXI 2014 (DRR XXI) Program Committee, welcome to the Twenty-first Document Recognition and Retrieval conference being held in San Francisco, California, USA. DRR is held annually as part of the IS&T/SPIE Symposium on Electronic Imaging. It is one of the leading international conferences on document recognition, with a presence for related research on information retrieval and text mining.

This year we received 37 paper submissions. 28 papers were accepted, for an overall acceptance rate of 76%. Of the accepted papers, 21 were selected for oral presentation (57%), and 7 were selected for poster presentation (19%). We want to sincerely thank the Program Committee members and additional referees for helping us create a strong technical program. This year’s program includes excellent tracks on Handwriting, Form Classification, Text Recognition, Handwritten Text Line Segmentation, Layout Analysis, Information Retrieval, and Data Sets and Ground-Truthing.

For the Best Student Paper Award, 8 authors have applied. We are grateful to Elisa H. Barney Smith (chair) and the award committee for carrying out the difficult task of choosing the winning paper. The winner will be announced in the EI Symposium-wide award ceremony on Wednesday morning of the conference. Google has provided $500 for the Best Student Paper Award for the third year, and we are truly grateful for their continued support of the conference.

This year we have two very interesting invited presentations. Ashok Popat and Ray Smith of Google Research will give a joint presentation on “OCR for Google Books” where many challenges arise from the scale and the diverse nature of the scanned corpus. Alexei A. Efros from the University of California, Berkeley, will give a talk entitled, "What makes Big Visual Data Hard?" and speak about problems encountered in collecting and using large visual data sets, based on his extensive research in computer vision.

We hope that you all have an excellent experience at DRR XXI!

Bertrand Coüasnon
Eric K. Ringger